Seven Things a New DBA
Should Know
Skills, approaches, and useful tools that will help when managing
Data Platforms.
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What are we covering?
• What a new DBA needs to know
• Some useful tools
• Skills and approaches

• How to adapt to an evolving industry
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1. Automation
• Automate today what you don’t want to do tomorrow.
• Reduces Risk
• Repeatable and reliable
• Documentation

• Useful tools to learn
•
•
•
•
•

PowerShell
DBATools
DBAChecks
Ola’s Scripts
Kubernetes/Docker

PowerShell is the defacto scripting language when working with Microsoft technologies, it has broadened its
range and is available on Linux so it is becoming easier to use PowerShell whatever your client system. PowerShell
is also the primary interface with Azure with a wealth of cmdlets and modules available from Microsoft as well as
open source projects. Another option is to learn the Azure CLI which again is multi-platform and allows you to
work with Microsoft cloud technologies.
DBATools is an open source project hosted on GitHub that has a large number of community contributors. It is
designed to ease the administration of SQL Server, from one server to many hundreds by doing much of the heavy
lifting needed to perform many common actions. This allows you the ability to create scripts in PowerShell that
draw on the functions that have been built already easing your path to automation at any scale.
- https://dbatools.io/
- https://github.com/sqlcollaborative/dbatools
DBAChecks, like DBATools is an open source project that leverages PowerShell, this time to help ensure that your
SQL Server environment is configured in line with recommended practices and as you expect it to be.
- https://dbatools.io/tag/dbachecks/

Ola Hallengrens Maintenance tools are incredibly useful when managing backups, index and statistics
maintenance, and integrity checking. He has built a highly versatile set of procedures that can be deployed to
simplify many of the maintenance processes that we as Data Platform Administrators will need to do.
- https://ola.hallengren.com/
- https://github.com/olahallengren/sql-server-maintenance-solution
Kubernetes/Docker are container management systems that are coming to the fore both on-premises and in the
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cloud environments that we will be managing and working with in the near future. They provide the ability to
orchestrate and manage systems to build integrated solutions that meet the needs of the businesses that we
work in. Ranging from setting up repeatable standardized images for developers, through to highly available SQL
Server deployments, these solutions will become integral in the next two to three years.
- https://www.dcac.co/syndication/getting-started-with-sql-server-and-kubernetes
--------------------------------------------------------------------Demo Code - PowerShell
-----# Assumes Docker is installed, SQL Server on Linux image is downloaded.
$NumberOfContainers = 3
$ListenerPort = 1433
$c = 1
while($c -le $NumberOfContainers) {
$Command = "docker run -e `"ACCEPT_EULA=Y`" -e `"SA_PASSWORD=K1pp3r***`" -p "+$ListenerPort+":1433 -name `"sql$c`" -d microsoft/mssql-server-linux:2017-latest"
Invoke-Expression $Command
$c++
$ListenerPort++
}
docker ps
$Instances = "Localhost,1433", "Localhost,1434", "Localhost,1435"
$Cred = Get-Credential
foreach($i in $Instances) {
Install-DbaMaintenanceSolution -SqlInstance $i -SqlCredential $Cred -Database master -LogToTable -Solution
IntegrityCheck -ReplaceExisting
Get-DbaTable -SqlInstance $i -SqlCredential $Cred -Database master -Table commandLog | ft
}
## Cleanup
#docker rm -f $(docker ps -a -q)
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2. Don’t Fear the Cloud
• Cloud is coming, but not to steal your lunch.
• Hybrid environments on the rise
• On-Premises is not going away
• Platform as a Service (PaaS) will change how we do things

• Learn core Sys-admin skills
• Identity, Networking, Storage

• Non-SQL Technologies will form part of the platforms we
support

With the self-serve nature of cloud platforms today, the need for SAN and Network admins is diminishing. As such
learning how to effectively calculate IP Subnets and the associated address ranges is important. If you deploy VMs
on Azure you need to configure a vNet, this has multiple subnets and if you get the configuration wrong then it is
a lot of work to correct post-deployment. A useful primer for learning about network addressing is
https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/support/docs/ip/routing-information-protocol-rip/13788-3.html.
With Microsoft creating more service endpoints that allow PaaS services to communicate via vNets, Hybrid
infrastructure is becoming more and more prevalent and being familiar with how security, networking, and
storage works in these scenarios is going to be important.
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3. Asking for Help
• We are always learning, no matter who we are and the
experience we have
• Shows character to ask for help, but do some research first
• Read blogs, articles, and use social media

• Ask for help when you are unsure
• Seek a mentor, either at work or in the community
• Ask better Questions - http://bit.ly/2NnsbGk

• Build your own Knowledgebase
• Trust networks are still important

Ignorance, defined as “Lack of knowledge or information.”[1] is more often than not used in a derogatory remark
when it is a perfectly normal situation. No one knows everything, we all have gaps in our knowledge, it is how we
go about understanding and filling these gaps that is important.
Before asking for help, it is important to do some research first. This can help you understand the problem scope
a little better and in turn be able to ask a better question to help get the answer quicker.
[1]- https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/ignorance
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4. Database Design Principals
• Understand the concepts of Normalization and how this
underpins the function of relational database platforms

Understanding database design principals is very important, even if your focus is going to be infrastructure rather
than performance tuning or development support. By understanding the way in which databases are designed
and structured it will allow us to build end-to-end solutions that meet the needs of the business.
These design principals will also help when it comes to understanding the types of workloads that you would be
expecting to see. This in turn helps when troubleshooting for example, there are likely to be longer running
transactions in DSS reporting platforms that an OLTP line of business application. So it is possible for monitoring
systems to be configured to minimise spurious alerts.
Another integral part of database design is the security layer. Security is not something that is bolted on as an
afterthought, it needs to permeate every level of the database design. Pushing this down to the development
phase is important as the development teams know which processes need what levels of access. Allowing
appropriate roles to be created and permissions set that makes the life of the Administrative staff a lot easier.
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4. Database Design Principals
• Understand the concepts of Normalization and how this
underpins the function of relational database platforms
• Understand different design patterns and how they apply to
different workloads within the systems we manage
• OLTP Vs DSS
• Kimball Vs Inmon

• Understand the differences in physical implementation for the
platform you work with (SQL Server etc.)
• Security is part of database design

Understanding database design principals is very important, even if your focus is going to be infrastructure rather
than performance tuning or development support. By understanding the way in which databases are designed
and structured it will allow us to build end-to-end solutions that meet the needs of the business.
These design principals will also help when it comes to understanding the types of workloads that you would be
expecting to see. This in turn helps when troubleshooting for example, there are likely to be longer running
transactions in DSS reporting platforms that an OLTP line of business application. So it is possible for monitoring
systems to be configured to minimise spurious alerts.
Another integral part of database design is the security layer. Security is not something that is bolted on as an
afterthought, it needs to permeate every level of the database design. Pushing this down to the development
phase is important as the development teams know which processes need what levels of access. Allowing
appropriate roles to be created and permissions set that makes the life of the Administrative staff a lot easier.
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5. Effective Communication
• DevOps culture is permeating everything that we do
• Cross-functional, multi-skilled teams delivering results.
• Not developers making changes directly to production…

• Understanding the needs of the business and end user are vital
• Our maintenance routines need to support business operation
• Helps us understand which systems are vital to the operation of the
business

• Build a rapport with your colleagues and users
• You never know when you need to ask for help and from whom

By improving your communication skills you will be in a better position to get what you need in order to do your
job well. Whether it is presenting ideas to management, getting buy-in from your team, trying to get the
information you need from a user, or helping on-board or mentor a new starter. Communicating well is more than
just including people on email chains.
In order to communicate well with others you need to understand what is important to them and the language
and style to use. One mechanism that I have used in the past is the DISC profile, ideally taking the assessment and
then publishing the results so that people can see what yours is will allow them to know how to communicate
with you. Through interaction with people it is possible to gain a better understanding of the type of person they
are and then how to communicate. An overview of DISC profiles can be found at
https://www.discprofile.com/what-is-disc/overview/ and is worth reviewing.
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6. Business Continuity
• Single most important skill for Data Platform professionals to hone
• Data Platform is part of a larger whole
• Recovery Time Objective
• Recovery Point Objective

• Recovery Strategy

• Will allow you to build a backup strategy to support bringing systems
online

• Understand your objectives and where Data Platform fits with the
systems around it.

More and more businesses rely on Data and IT Systems for everything they do, many people now say that Banks
are in reality IT companies that also do banking, such is their reliance on Data Platforms. Keeping these running
and restoring business operations in the event of a disaster is a key skill for any Data Platform professional.
It is important to understand a number of key points when building up skills around Business Continuity. Simply
setting up backups is not enough. It is important to understand where Data Platform fits into the overall solution,
and then work from there to understand the needs of the business for RTO and RPO. Getting the database online
is a small part of a larger activity.
It is very important to understand how Backups are taken, how to optimize them for minimal impact and also to
test them. This is where Automation comes into its own and there are many great resources available to help you
get started on this path.
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7. Troubleshooting Methodology
• Things go wrong, accept it and work through it methodically
• Take a step back, breathe. Don’t jump straight in
• Have a play book and refer to your knowledgebase

• Start with the Waits and Queues methodology
• Tried and tested to give you the whole picture

• Useful tools
• SQL Diag, Diag Manager, SQL Nexus, RML Utilities
• SP_WhoIsActive, Glen Berry’s DMV Scripts

Things are going to go wrong, the sooner we accept this the better as it will let us handle the situation better.
While it might seem that the sky is falling when a database or server falls over, keeping a calm head is vital. Having
an established methodology and structured approach really helps when trying to ensure that you don’t make a
situation worse.
There are many different methodologies available, but one that I always fall back to as a foundation when dealing
with SQL Server is the Waits and Queues methodology. There is a whitepaper from Microsoft
(https://technet.microsoft.com/en-gb/library/cc966413.aspx) which covers this. The main take away from this is
not the scenarios they document but the importance of getting a good view of the problem, relying on only one
small set of metrics can only give you half the story. Brent Ozar has a good summary of this whitepaper at
https://www.brentozar.com/archive/2015/10/in-review-sql-server-2005-waits-and-queues-2/ which is worth
reading in conjunction with the whitepaper.
Once you have a methodology, you need tools. There are a lot of third party paid options out there, but there are
a lot of really good free options too that just need a little more work to get the most from.
Another key part of dealing with a problem is documenting as you go, this is where something like OneDrive and
O365 come into their own with the ability to collaborate on a document with others in real-time. This is really
useful when working as a team trying to solve a problem. Communication is vital. My recommendation would be
that you maintain a timeline of events and actions that are performed through the troubleshooting until
resolution. This helps for Root Cause Analysis after the case as well as helping identify things that did and did not
work well so you can improve where needed.
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Questions?
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